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After two years of a global pandemic, 
we are no doubt more familiar (perhaps a bit 
more than we’d like to be) with what consti-
tutes the places in which we find ourselves. 

We’ve spent this time fixed within the bounds of 
these places: hyper-aware of where we can and can-
not go, where we long to go, and what we long to do 
when we get there. Many of us have felt trapped in 
place, felt paralyzed by tragedies both at home and 
from afar, and felt varieties of loss with which we’ve 
yet to come to terms.

But we have also grown familiar with where we are 
in a more generative sense. We’ve come to realize the 
ways in which our bodies are shaped by our work or 
our everyday habits, so we’ve invested creative energy 
into making our homes more comfortable, enjoyable, 
or functional.  We’ve seen municipal leaders make 
unprecedented efforts to create safe spaces for human 
activity by actively reorienting city infrastructure 
previously dedicated to the efficiency of car travel, so 
we’ve explored our neighborhoods for novelty and, 
in the process, discovered things that may otherwise 
never have revealed themselves to us. At the best of 
times, we’ve found ways to flourish locally, while devel-
oping tools and practices that connect us with those 
beyond our physical reach. Put simply, we’ve all had 
to get imaginative with our work, our schooling, our 
relationships, and our daily lives; and to sift through 
the benefits and challenges of what it means to share 
a place with others.

This past year, ICS Senior Member Emeritus Calvin 

ABOUT THIS ISSUE:  
A PLACE OF GRATITUDE

Danielle Yett

Seerveld, in memory of his dear wife Inès’ passing 
and in honor of their shared lifelong commitment to 
the arts and aesthetic education, gave a legacy gift to 
ICS which has taken shape as the newly re-christened 
Ruth and Inès Memorial Fund for Artistic Education 
(formerly The Ruth Memorial Fund, in honor of Inès’ 
mother). In gratitude for this gift, and inspired by the 
Seervelds’ demonstrated belief in the public good of 
everyday artistic and imaginative practices, we invited 
contributors to this issue of Perspective to focus on a 
constellation of themes from Cal’s work that speaks 
to our new reality and the goals of this fund, namely: 
place, art, and education.  

The reflections compiled in this issue shed light 
on art’s distinct capacity to restore, to heal, to make 
whole. President Ronald A. Kuipers considers how 
public art can facilitate the healing of personal and 
collective trauma, Dr. Rebekah Smick unpacks a 
richer history of art-in-place exemplified in Orvieto, 
Italy; Sean Purcell imaginatively illustrates Cal’s 

“glocal” approach to action and art, Junior Member 
Abbigail Hofstede counters Darwinian economics 
with an empowering vision of flourishing, and Dr. 
Aron Reppmann delves directly into Cal’s work 
to uncover the richness of “small-scale” everyday 
artistry. As they explore these themes in relation to 
the places we inhabit and the communities we build, 
our contributors each attune themselves to various 
ways in which imaginative horizons are opened up 
by everyday aesthetic practices, experiences, and 
place-making. 
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Ronald A. Kuipers is ICS’s President, the 
Director of ICS’s Centre for Philosophy, 
Religion, and Social Ethics; and Associate 
Professor of Philosophy of Religion. He 
has authored several books, includ-
ing Critical Faith: Toward a Renewed 
Understanding of Religious Life and Its 
Public Accountability (Rodopi, 2002) 
and Richard Rorty (Bloomsbury, 2013).

Rebekah Smick is Associate Professor 
of Philosophy of the Arts and Culture at 
ICS. She specializes in pre-Kantian art 
theory and criticism. Rebekah was a lead 
contributor to the Mystical Landscapes: 
From Vincent Van Gogh to Emily Carr 
AGO exhibition catalogue (2016). She is 
currently editing for Bloomsbury Press 
the fifth volume of the Sources and Docu-
ments in the History of Christian Art series 
and is working on a book manuscript 
entitled Michelangelo’s Vatican Pietà as 
Image in the Theology and Aesthetics of 
Compassion.

Sean Purcell lives in Pittsburgh, PA with  
his wife and daughter. He works for the 
Coalition for Christian Outreach (CCO),  
a campus ministry based in Pittsburgh.

CONTRIBUTORS

Dean Dettloff is an animator at Devel-
opment and Peace, the global solidarity 
organization of the Catholic Church in 
Canada. He also serves as a section editor 
at Geez Magazine, a publication exploring 
justice, faith, and the arts. He received his 
PhD from ICS and the Vrije Universiteit 
in 2021.

Abbigail Hofstede recently completed 
her MA at ICS with a thesis focusing on 
human agency in socioeconomic life. She 
also currently works as a sessional instruc-
tor in Economics at The King’s University 
in Edmonton, AB. 

Aron Reppmann is Professor of Philoso-
phy at Trinity Christian College in Chicago 
and currently serves ICS as Chancellor 
and Chair of the Academic Senate. 
Although he has never formally studied 
with Calvin Seerveld, he considers Cal to 
be one of his philosophical grandparents.

Danielle Yett is an alumna of ICS, having 
written her MA thesis on aesthetic norma-
tivity and openness in the work of Calvin 
Seerveld. She currently serves ICS in the 
role of Communications Coordinator and 
tries to dutifully nurture her enjoyment of 
art whenever possible.
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Murals from the City of Toronto’s 2015 Outside the Box program: 

Top row: Face by Shalak Attack, Roses by Anya Mielniczek, Checkerboard by Aisha Ali, Untitled by Michael Enzbrunner, 
Mountains #2 by Christina Mazzulla, Euro Pattern by Rachel Wilmshurst, Cartoon Condo by Hemeterio.

2nd row: Chasing Your Tail by Ted Hamer, Waterfront Gathering by Charles Weiss, Craftsmen by Justin Pape, Accordion by 
Jerry Silverberg, Bees by Nick Sweetman, Faces by Nicole Little, Modify by Andre Kan.

3rd row: Rac in a Box 2 by Jeff Blackburn, Community by Candace Bell, Genesis of a Rainbow by Jacqueline Comrie,  
Condomania by Tak Bui, Theatre Curtains by Margaret Cresswell, Love our Parks by Kailey Spearin, Clouds by Adrian Hayles.

4th row: Clouds by Kaitlin Brough, Bikes and Grass by Andrea Manica, Pattern Blooms by Kirsten McCrea, Walk Around the 
Block by Stefan Verstappen, Lusty Lips by SPUDBOMB, Penny Farthing Bicycle by Robin Hesse, Pentecost by MEDIAH.

5th row: Candy by Jenn Kitagawa, Birds of a Feather by Craig White, Canada Post Package by Margaret Cresswell, Earth-
bound Flowers by Teal Matrix, Mountains #1 by Christina Mazzulla, Hair by Kirsten McCrea, Watch Out! by Justin Pape.
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Over the past decade, a small, hopeful 
thing has been happening in Toronto as 
well as other cities across North America. 
Local artists have been busy transforming 

small pieces of civic infrastructure, specifically those 
gunmetal grey utility boxes, into wonderfully play-
ful and insightful works of art. I’m not sure when I 
first started to notice these aesthetic transforma-
tions, but now as I walk my Australian Cattle Dog, 
Argo, around my neighborhood, or cycle through 
other parts of the city, I am delighted whenever I dis-
cover that a new one has popped up. This buzzing 
city becomes incrementally more livable each time 
an artist I have never met communicates something 
to me about how they see and experience the famil-
iar places and spaces we both call home.

Yet public art is not always about sweetness and 
light. Last year, in our Interdisciplinary Seminar, we 
had the good fortune to discuss former ICS Senior 

Member Adrienne Dengerink Chaplin’s book Art, 
Conflict, and Remembering: The Murals of the Bogside 
Artists. In this catalogue, Dengerink Chaplin chronicles 
the story behind the creation of twelve large murals 
of “commemorative public art” in the city of Derry, 
which tell a candid yet healing story about the time 
of “The Troubles” in Northern Ireland. As Dengerink 
Chaplin explains, “the murals… provide a safe space and 
talking point to deal with the past. They facilitate the 
kind of open-ended conversations that are essential 
for the proper processing of complex and confused 
traumatic memories” (Art, Conflict, and Remember-
ing, 17). Artistic work that courageously portrays a 
community’s wounds simultaneously provides the 
occasion to examine, address, and even heal those 
wounds. The Bogside Artists, Dengerink Chaplin tells 
us, “are convinced that only by facing and processing 
the past can there be hope for healing” (Art, Conflict, 
and Remembering, 13).

Ronald A. Kuipers

ART, HOPE, 
AND HEALING
THE LEGACY OF CAL AND 
INÈS SEERVELD CONTINUES

God saw everything that he had made, 
and indeed, it was very good.

—Genesis 1:31
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Both Tweedy and 
the Bogside Artists 

notice how our 
human way with 

art harbors a 
mysterious power 

to occasion the 
healing of our 

individual and 
collective traumas. 
I don’t think this 

connection between 
art and healing is an 
accident, but rather 
reflects the fact that 
God is both creator 

and redeemer, 
maker and healer, 

artist and physician.

Dengerink Chaplin’s reflections on the healing 
power of art remind me of a comment that American 
musician Jeff Tweedy makes in his memoir Let’s Go (So 
We Can Get Back). Tweedy had once become addicted 
to the pharmaceutical drugs he was prescribed to 
help manage his chronic pain and depression. When 
he later admitted himself to the 
hospital to receive rehabilitative 
treatment for his addiction, part 
of that treatment included art 
therapy. “One of the most beau-
tiful things I’ve seen,” he wrote 
reflecting on this unique form 
of group therapy, “was watching 
a catatonic sixty-three-year-old 
woman who had been hooked on 
heroin for close to thirty years 
become human again by holding 
a pencil and being asked to draw. 
I’m an agnostic by nature,” he 
explained, “but seeing that made 
me believe in staying close to the 
notion of a creator. The one we 
identify with most easily by finding 
it in ourselves” (Let’s Go, 74).

 Both Tweedy and the Bogside 
Artists notice how our human way 
with art harbors a mysterious 
power to occasion the healing 
of our individual and collective 
traumas. I don’t think this con-
nection between art and healing is 
an accident, but rather reflects the 
fact that God is both creator and 
redeemer, maker and healer, artist 
and physician. As the liberation 
theologian Gustavo Gutiérrez 
reminds us, creating the world 
is God’s first salvific act, liberating God’s panoply of 
creation to a life of flourishing. Gutiérrez also reminds 
us that Jesus Messiah’s sacrificial act of redemption is 
itself a new creation. As Paul tells us in 2 Corinthians 
5:17: “So if anyone is in Christ, there is a new creation: 
everything old has passed away; see, everything has 

become new!” Our making and partaking in art, then, 
is a way of faithfully imaging the God who made and 
cares for us, and who is constantly, creatively, and 
redemptively at work and play in creation, restoring 
it and bringing it to full fruition. Exploring life’s aes-
thetic dimension is thus a way of becoming closer to 

our creating, redeeming God and 
Savior, and participating in God’s 
work of renewal.

 For his entire working life, ICS 
Senior Member Emeritus Calvin 
Seerveld has been telling anyone 
who will listen (and there have 
been many!) that a fully human life 
is one that attends to this aesthetic 
dimension, one that holds open 
space for imaginative, allusive 
artistic expression and interaction. 
In addition to devoting much of 
his scholarly career to this theme, 
Cal and his late wife Inès set up 
The Ruth Memorial Fund (named 
after Inès’ mother) to allow ICS to 
curate opportunities for people to 
explore art’s everyday creative and 
redemptive power. Because Inès 
fully shared Cal’s passion for this 
cause, upon her passing Cal made a 
legacy gift to ICS, and to celebrate 
that gift we are, at Cal’s behest, 
changing the name of this fund to 
The Ruth and Inès Memorial Fund 
for Artistic Education. We thank 
Cal for his lifetime of service to ICS, 
and for this wonderful gift that will 
allow ICS to continue Cal and Inès’ 
legacy of supporting Christians’ 
efforts to work and play with art! 

We are eager to emerge from the pandemic’s social 
gathering restrictions and use these funds to create 
more opportunities for people from all walks of life 
to explore the healing and renewing power of life’s 
aesthetic dimension—the life our Divine Artisan is 
continually recreating and calling “very good.” 

Art, Hope, and Healing
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Over the last few weeks, I have been 
thinking a great deal about the cultural 
importance of place as we contemplate 
resuming our ART in Orvieto summer 

program in Italy in 2023. As a major cultural center 
in the 13th century where the likes of Thomas Aqui-
nas taught and a number of popes resided, Orvieto 
offers a remarkable bounty of late medieval and 
Renaissance artworks that reflect a boundedness to 
place that is no longer such a strong requirement for 
art as it is practiced today. For most contemporary 
artists, an artwork’s final location is a rare consider-
ation since it will ultimately be up to the artwork’s 
buyer to determine where the work will eventually 
be placed. For late medieval and Renaissance artists, 
however, fitting an artwork to the specific condi-
tions of its location was of paramount importance. 

As Dr. John Skillen very eloquently shows in his 
book, Putting Art (Back) in Its Place (2016), the 
reasons for this attention to place in the cultural 
products of pre-modernity are grounded in the value 
that was put on the ability of art to serve the needs of 
the community at the time. Dr. Skillen is the founder 
and director of the Studio for Art, Faith, and History 
in Orvieto, the organization that has hosted ICS’s 
Art in Orvieto program since 2015 at the renovated 
13th-century convent leased by Gordon College in 
Wenham, Massachusetts to accommodate their own 
arts and humanities undergraduate program in Italy 
during the academic year. Dr. Skillen’s book is a testa-
ment to his own pursuit over many years to challenge 

the paradigm that has governed art production in the 
modern era. He does this by immersing himself and his 
students in the study of an extended time period when 
it was simply assumed that the aesthetic properties of 
art would be integral to the life and purposes of the 
variety of communities that made up Italian society 
from about 1250 to 1550. When he “comes clean” in 
the concluding pages of his book, he admits that the 
hope behind such immersion has been to prompt, 
through historically-informed eyes, examination 
of how art operates in society today. What would it 
mean, he asks, in our own time period to put art back 
in its place, that is to give art a role to play in the life 
and work of local communities instead of hiving it 
off into galleries whose very structure support the 
idea that art is only ever for a certain kind of rarified 
contemplation.

Dr. Skillen is not alone in asking this question. 
The modernist paradigm for art has been under 
intense scrutiny for some time precisely because of 
its tendency to reduce all art to one mode of engage-
ment—what the philosopher Nicholas Wolterstorff 
has delineated as the mode of disinterested attention. 
For Wolterstorff, artworks are better understood as 
rooted in a variety of social practices whose specific 
purposes for art will determine the nature of our 
engagement with them. And, as social practices, they 
will have some function or use in society even if that 
function (now as one possibility among many) is to 
be contemplated as a piece of fine art in the context 
of a gallery. This kind of broadened thinking about 

Rebekah Smick

A PLACE FOR ART  
IN COMMUNITY
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artistic practice has supported an array of movements 
that have sought to return the arts to more localized, 
community involvement since the 1960s. Community 
art, public art, new genre public art, and activist art 
are all art movements of recent years that have sought 
to make the social concerns of the community the 
point of departure for art production rather than the 
often capricious-feeling “taste” of the art institutions 
behind the modern gallery.

But, when Vladimir Putin sent his troops into 
Russia, I found myself thinking of a time period when 
the arts were so explicitly affirmed as the mouthpiece 
of a rising community in 1930s Germany that they 
soon became the chosen handmaiden of Nazi ideology. 
From the uncomfortably lyrical paintings of blond 
youths by Anton Hackenbroich to the hyper idealized 
statuary of Arno Breker that decorated Albert Speer’s 

new Reich’s Chancellery in Berlin, such explicitly 
Nazi art was thought to offer a natural expression 
of the Herrenvolk (master race) ideal at the heart of 
the idea of a Greater Germanic Reich. Uncomfort-
ably, this art too was aimed at the “aestheticism” of 

“modern art” by none other than Hitler himself who 
even went so far as to suggest that modern art was 

“an act of aesthetic violence by the Jews against the 
German spirit.” (Henry Grosshans, Hitler and the 
Artists, 1983, p. 86)    

This is an uncomfortable truth given our discussion 
heretofore. It is a concrete demonstration of how 
art, like any other mode of communication, can be 
politicized—nay weaponized—when it is put to use 
for expressly propagandistic purposes. Regrettably, 
it is a phenomenon we are all too well aware of today 
in this era of hyper-politicized news.
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Yet, the dynamic at the heart of contemporary news 
broadcasting can help us see the dynamic that’s also at 
play in the tension we have been observing between 
gallery and community, since it is the same dynamic. In 
one, freedom of the press is pitched against the party 
line. In the other, the freedom of artistic expression 
afforded by the gallery is pitched 
against the concerns of a commu-
nity. Individual freedom versus 
life with others seems to be the 
dynamic at play in both scenarios. 

For most of us, the example of 
Nazi art or 20th-century Soviet 
Social Realism is enough to con-
firm in us a passionate distrust of 
propagandistic art. The stories 
being told on Russia’s state media 
at the moment about the Russian 
invasion of Ukraine is a case in 
point. But, on the other side of 
the equation, is there no answer 
to the potential limitlessness of 
freedom—that is, to an aesthetic 
willing grounded in nothing more, 
in the worst art-for-art’s sake sce-
nario, than aesthetic willing alone? 

In a 2007 talk, “Cities as a Place 
for Public Artwork,” (recorded 
by Cardus as part of an audio 
series available online), Calvin 
Seerveld’s examination of public 
art in the city offers a solution to 
this dynamic not by pitting art of 
the community against art of the 
gallery, but by suggesting that the norms for aesthetic 
practice can be made consonant with the norms for 
redeemed urban life. Public art in Seerveld’s view will 
have a double duty to both fulfill the aesthetic norm 
of imaginative allusivity while simultaneously fur-
thering the “neighbourly interactive sociability” that 
makes for good communal living in the heart of the 
city. Seerveld is not insensitive to the self-referencing 
pitfalls of aesthetically “groundless” art institutions, 
but he upholds the possibility that the God-given 

trait of human imaginativity can bear positive fruit 
across the variety of social practices that have emerged 
over the years which in some way call upon the arts, 
including what it means to be a fine artist in the con-
temporary context. 

But, what about that time period when there 
was not yet any such thing as a 

“fine artist” in the sense that we 
understand that term today? In 
other words, is Seerveld’s call to 
normative imaginativity as the 
key to art production applicable 
to the art of premodern Orvieto? 
Though this is a complicated ques-
tion given changing conceptions of 
what constitutes the imaginative, 
what Dr. Skillen skillfully shows 
in his book is the degree to which 
aesthetic considerations were 
part of the fabric of everyday life 
in premodern communities, since 
theirs was a society habituated to 
aesthetically marking the vari-
ous purposes of community life 
together. That this art furthered 

“neighbourly interactive socia-
bility” is clear from the ways it 
supported “the work of the people 
in and for the society in which they 
live(d)” and vivified “the stories 
that inform(ed) and inspire(d) 
their sense of identity” as moral 
persons. (Putting Art (Back) in 
Its Place, p.219) 

Was there propagandistic art in this era? There 
most certainly was, since people in power have always 
exploited the capacity of the arts to convince others 
of their bidding or of their importance. There was 
not yet, however, one single, supposedly value neu-
tral place where the community might go to quietly 
contemplate the individual expressions of their fellow 
citizens. Rather, there were many places across the city 
where the power of art to designate sociable meanings 
would be experienced by the public on a daily basis.  

A Place for Art in Community

What would it mean, 
he asks, in our own 
time period to put 

art back in its place, 
that is to give art a 
role to play in the 
life and work of 

local communities 
instead of hiving 

it off into galleries 
whose very structure 

support the idea 
that art is only 

ever for a certain 
kind of rarified 
contemplation.
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Regenerate

Speciate

Diaconate

Public Art

*  cf: Rainbows for the Fallen World - “On my messy work desk...my wife [Inès Seerveld - 1931-2021] puts a 
tiny green vase filled with sweet peas from the garden, my favorite flower” p. 44.

Our cultural action needs to 
“be Holy Spirit renewed so 
that...at heart...[it can have/ 
bear the marks] of Christ’s 
representative body on 
earth” -CE p. 228

Our cultural activity needs to 
acknowledge the diversity of gifts 
and callings that can respond to the 
ways God holds his world.  Our task 
as humans is to develop the array of 
gifts and callings according to their 
kind and with the awareness of what it 
may mean to open up and deepen that 
calling or cultural activity. -CE p.228

Recognizing that our cultural 
activity in service of God and 
neighbor needs to be “given away” 
for the glory of God and the 
flourishing of our neighbor. -CE 
p. 228

Aesthetic
“To fool around, tell jokes, and play games is aesthetic activity: 
it takes imagination to make believe you have knights and 
bishops attacking the opponent’s king in chess, and that certain 
squares in hopscotch are taboo.  To grow flowers in a garden or 
swing on a rope in a tire is aesthetic activity...To blow bubbles 
is simply fun, and stirs a child’s imagination pleasantly.” -RA p. 
246

Public Art

A partial cartoon representation of a mural titled “Bubblegum” by artist Camerin Nesbit, 
Pittsburgh, Pa. 

Seerveld re-frames Dooyeweerd’s three-fold 
norm for cultural activity of “differentiate, 
integrate, individuate” to “regenerate, speciate 
and diaconate.” -CE p. 226

“Aesthetic activity assumes full-blown 
artistic nature when its imaginative 
background character crystallizes...
into the determined crafting of 
surprising objects and events that 
take on an independent entitary 
imaginative life of their own.” -RA 
p.248

“Artistic activity from the bottom-up can serve a city well, 
reaching and enriching neighbors culturally who have never seen 
the inside of a museum...[it can] reclaim city streets for living 
so a spirit of placed hospitality marks the city” - RA p. 252.

Artists that attempt to create “glocal” artistic 
contributions create signposts of activity that resist 
the “commercializing” pressures of contemporary 
culture and create openings for being neighborly. -CE 
p. 226.  

Abbreviations:
RA - Calvin G. Seerveld, Redemptive Art in Society:  Sundry Writings and Occasional Lectures, edited by John 
Kok. Sioux Center, IA: Dordt College Press, 2014.  
CE - Calvin G. Seerveld, Cultural Education and History Writing:  Sundry Writings and Occasional Lectures, edit-
ed by John Kok. Sioux Center, IA: Dordt College Press, 2014. 
NA - Calvin G. Seerveld, Normative Aesthetics: Sundry Writings and Occasional Lectures, edited by John Kok.  
Sioux Center, IA: Dordt College Press, 2014.   

A cartoon rendering of 
the photo of Cal 
blowing bubbles from 
his valedictory address 
in 1996.-NA p. 284

God’s ordinances are like the 
“rainbow” of ways God holds 
the creation and which we 
must learn how to hear. 

Seerveld’s notion of “glocal” takes seriously our call as humans to make 
culture acknowledging that we are always already primed for cultural 
action by the paths we follow. “Glocal...means a committed world and life 
vision that is globally aware but acts first of all locally from the place 
you call home.” -RA p. 240.
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Dean Dettloff

TESTING 
THE SPIRIT 
WITH CALVIN
SEERVELD:
AN INTERVIEW
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Calvin Seerveld

Dean: Thanks for doing this, Cal. You’ve had a very prolific career, 
making significant contributions to aesthetics and art history, 
and also inspiring a whole generation of Christians in the arts. At 
the same time, you participated in and helped build alternative 
Christian institutions, keeping one foot in the practical lifeworld 
of artists and people of faith and the other in the nitty-gritty of 
detailed scholarship. I want to try to provide an overview of your 
life and work, which is a very ambitious task for an interview, so 
maybe the best way to start is by simply asking what set you on 
the path of doing work in aesthetics?

Cal: I think I got into aesthetics 
because I was a literature major. 
When I was in high school, I was 
in choirs and I had learned to 
play piano. I was an organist in 
our church, learned the tuba, 
and the string bass (acoustic), 
so I was interested in the arts. 
When I went away to college, I 
think my high school teachers 
(at a secular school) expected 

me to go into mathematics because I was good at math. I took math at Calvin College for 
the first year. But then I had a good English professor, and I had heard about these philos-
ophy professors, and when I took their courses that reoriented what I was interested in. 
Then I got my masters in English literature with Louis Bredvold, who was a major figure 
at the University of Michigan in 18th-century studies. [...]

So really what I did was major in professors. The best professors were in philosophy 
and English literature at Calvin. Then I went on in the master’s program at the Univer-
sity of Michigan, and then Dr. Evan Runner, who was new to Calvin College, interested 
me in the Free University. That’s where I got a Fulbright scholarship to go, which was 
good money in those days. I guess it began with just my proclivity for being interested 
in music and literature. I didn’t know much about painting until my Wanderjahr, after I 
finished my prelims at the Free University. Then I went to Basel because I wanted to hear 
Karl Barth and Oscar Cullmann and see what was going on in theology, which was kind 
of a hobby. That’s when I learned Hebrew, so my Hebrew dictionary is Hebrew-German, 
meaning there’s always a little slippage before it gets into English, which I like very much. 
In Switzerland, I contacted somebody who helped me find a place where I could go to 
Rome, to stay with an Italian family. So my wife Inès (who I was courting at the time) and 
I got married and drove to Rome, and I worked on Benedetto Croce, who was the first 
Italian philosopher since Galileo to be really recognized outside Italy. [...] 

Croce forced me to focus on aesthetics and Italian culture of the 19th century. So I’ve 

In 2017, then-Junior Member Dean Dettloff interviewed 
ICS Senior Members about what animates their work as 
scholars. The following is a series of excerpts from Dean’s 
interview with Senior Member Emeritus Calvin Seerveld.
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never done aesthetics in a purist way, but always as a focus for, really, cultural studies. 
That was the great thing about being a member of the 18th Century Society of Canada 
and the US, because when you went to the professional meetings, it wasn’t just aesthe-
ticians…. [There] you would meet military people, literary people, theological people, 
anything to do with the 1700s, so the whole breadth of culture was there. It was wonder-
ful because I remember talking to a military specialist who explained to me the Hessian 
style of warfare, because they fought against the Americans who would hide under 
bushes. But they would be in ranked rows, spotless boots because they had polished 
them, you know, wearing red, with a white cross across it, just helping the others aim 
at them! They would walk in-step, because you had to pull back the lock on your rifle, 
put in the powder, push it back, you did this all step-by-step, which was a Rococo way 
of doing warfare; that was the way I saw it. So the Rococo spirit was not just a painting 
foible, but it was really something that for me influenced the way they did business, the 
way they did warfare.

When I came to teach at the 
Institute in aesthetics, that was 
my first chance to specialize 

in the discipline. In my judgment at the time, Immanuel Kant’s Third Critique was the 
pivotal writing that needed to be studied because it led to the Romantics, it led to other 
kinds of things, and Kant was the first major philosopher, following Burke, who really 
dealt with the problem of taste. I didn’t deal with art so much, but that’s when I started 
to teach Kant. I taught Kant for two years because, then, we were doing things in the 
Dutch or European style.… People who would come to study aesthetics at the Institute 
were not quite ready for that. They really wanted to have the Christian answers, and 
Christian art, which Kant doesn’t give.

But I guess I could say that Kant sets up the problematics to try to understand the 
philosophical treatment of taste and beauty and the sublime and the like. So my first 
classes at the Institute in aesthetics had probably fifteen, twenty people. During that year 
I saw them gradually drop out, because reading Kant was not what they had thought they 
would be doing here, and I was doing it in the European fashion: we start with the text 
and we go through it. We didn’t get done, so the next year I continued with it.

They expected me to really illus-
trate and give them, in simplified 

form, the reasons why they should be doing art, or be interested in it as Christians, and 
explain what the nature of Christian art is. That was a hotly debated topic at the time, 
and nobody was talking about it really, because art was still taboo in many evangelical 
circles. The Reformed background does have a tradition, especially in the Dutch 1600s, 
of being for graphic art. It’s just normal to do that. But I think that some students came 
to study aesthetics who were painters, or were would-be poets, not philosophers, and I 
was treating aesthetics as a philosophical discipline. That was the wonderful thing about 
the Institute: aesthetics wasn’t just a subject in a philosophy curriculum, it had its own 
character, which existed nowhere else. [...]

Maybe we could talk a little bit about what drew you to working 
on the Rococo period.

What do you think they expected instead?

Testing the Spirit with Calvin Seerveld: An Interview
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It was good, [...] I tried to help 
evangelicals realize that the 
imaginative is even pre-artistic, 
and pre-writing literature. And 
that that’s the way to better enter 

into one’s faith life—maybe you should have an imaginative prayer, rather than pray for 
normal things. I think that was the result of Reformational philosophy seeing the aesthetic 
as a dimension of creation, and therefore also a function of human nature. It doesn’t mean 
everybody becomes an artist, but mothers and teachers and policemen should all have imag-
ination. That’s been, I think, something that has still not rubbed off in the evangelical world.

I guess it’s a discovery of the liter-
ary character of the Bible, which 
I want to translate literarily. As I 
said, from the Hebrew to the Ger-
man to the English, maybe there’s 
a little slippage there. I’ve become 
more and more convinced, simply 
with what I’ve been working on 
recently. I’ve got a book now, a 
short, popular book called A Par-

able of Love (2017) introducing the Song of Songs. [Note: Since this interview, the book was 
taken on by a new publisher, Dordt Press, and published as Never Try to Arouse Erotic Love 
Until…: The Song of Songs, in Critique of Solomon: A Study Companion (2018).] The [orig-
inal] publisher, who has also published their own translation of the Bible, wanted to correct 
me on all kinds of things. But, I’m convinced too many people think the Bible was written for 
a genteel middle class. Jesus interacted with charwomen and with difficult people who didn’t 
know their Ps and Qs, and I think that should show up in the translation. Ezekiel, I mean 
goodnight! Some of his language offends anybody who reads it! Well, isn’t that in the Bible? 
I think one gets a sense more of the—not that you read the Bible aesthetically—but that you 
give credence to the fact that it’s literature! Especially the wisdom literature is not positivistic. 
It’s got flair, and it’s got color, and it’s part of the richness of the Holy Spirit’s working with 
these—I mean Isaiah was a poet, as well as a philosopher, before he became a prophet! 

I think some Bible commentators are so astute and erudite they kill the text. That’s the 
way it feels to me. I mean they’ll tell you exactly what that Hebrew word means—it means 
a spindle, and not a running wheel or something like that. Okay so that’s fine to know, but 
what is the faith-meaning of the text?

Well, I believe that careful 
thinkers who are not Christian 
see things in God’s world often 
that we believers don’t notice. 
Whether it’s Jacques Derrida on 

orality and written character, or whether it’s Michel Foucault on what kind of institutions 

It’s interesting to me that a lot of your career takes place as the 
evangelicals of North America, and elsewhere but North America 
especially, are trying to find their way in the world and with cul-
ture. What was that like?

I went to an evangelical school, as you know, Cornerstone Univer-
sity, and we read some of your work because of Matt Bonzo. Your 
book Bearing Fresh Olive Leaves (2000) was assigned as a text. 
I remember especially some of your biblical translations which 
are very imaginatively rendered. Some people found them really 
refreshing and others were sort of scandalized by them because 
they’re not the rigid text. They seemed to wonder, how could you 
trust this person to render it in a way that is faithful? How has this 
imaginative dimension played out in your own faith?

Maybe we could talk a bit more about how that environment 
formed you to do this kind of interesting work in aesthetics, where 
you borrow from so many influences, some of them theological, 
some of them anthropological, philosophical, etc.

Testing the Spirit with Calvin Seerveld: An Interview
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we criminally put up for the insane—these thinkers often become aware of things, like 
our environmental problems, before Christians even have a clue! So you don’t just take 
holus-bolus what they say, but you say: what in God’s world are they getting at? And 
then that often helps you become aware of things that you had just neglected to see. It’s 
a wonderful prod to become more aware of the world that God made that’s gone wrong. 
And some of those unbelieving people, who maybe couldn’t see Jesus through the smoke-
screen of church people, they nevertheless do see certain things. So how do we take away 
the idolatry of it, or the supposed neutrality of it, and fit it into a perspective that honors 
creation and sin and redemption? And then, working gratefully with it as people of God? 
There’s a lot to study! So it’s not that you just work with Christian thinkers, but those 
from different traditions, too. [...] 

Sure. Runner had said, because 
he was one of the originators of 
what happened here, you’d bet-
ter start a graduate institution 
now, while there are still Dutch 
people here who remember 

collecting cans of pennies in Holland to get the Free University started…. That’s why the 
first generation of post-war Dutch immigrants here who started the Christian schools, 
who started the Christian labor union, who started the Institute really, did it without hav-
ing money. Or I should rather say, they sacrificed their money to set up these things. I’ve 
heard one person say, for example, you had your job and gave to the church, the Christian 
school, and then you ate. In that kind of order. [...] 

When ICS started, I think people didn’t realize: how do you pay for that? [laughs] I mean, 
they did and they didn’t. But I think that underlying foundational thing—money—has 
never been the qualifying function for the Institute. It’s been a faith endeavor to give good 
scholarship, especially as our times become more and more commercialistic and superficial.

I think in some ways the Institute started as a L’Abri of sorts, really. L’Abri was a hide-
away in the Swiss mountains started by Francis Schaeffer where disaffected, questioning 
students and persons could go to get straightened out. So ICS was a place where disaf-
fected graduate students from secular institutions who couldn’t go home again to their 
evangelical roots came here and found a place where they could protest and start to do 
scholarship. It evolved into a graduate school. [...]

You need to read page 27 in Bear-
ing Fresh Olive Leaves. It says it 
clearly and in succinct fashion 

what a critic does, what a theorist does, what an artist does, and what the public should 
do…. I think artists need critics. But there’s bad blood between them, there has always 
been, because critics want to treat your painting or your book or whatever almost so that 
people don’t have to read it. Well a critic really should do prolegomena work: how to help 
you read it. And the theorist, their job is to talk about the structure of what’s going on in 
an artwork, what are its elements, what is the outreach. And then the artist has to imagina-

Testing the Spirit with Calvin Seerveld: An Interview

Pulling from all these areas of study seems to be something that 
has marked the Institute in general. In a video you say ICS is an 

“impossible place, happening in Toronto.” I watched that video 
before I came here as a graduate student, and I was so intrigued by 
that characterization. Maybe you could say something about that?

Well, in your own work in aesthetics, as a Christian scholar who 
thinks about art theory, how do you think that relates to artists?
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tively, my word is “allusively,” gather in the nuances that are around him or her, and then 
paint, not think: “Oh, I have to be a Christian now, how do I do this?” Do it the way you are. 
If you’re a Christian, it’ll come through. If you’re not (and most of us often are not) then it 
will not be so clear. The public, I think, has to really become informed. Artworks are not 
advertisements. They’re not tracts. 

Everybody has a different responsibility, if you really want to be a communion of aesthetic 
saints. It doesn’t mean somebody’s job is more important than the other, but I think the art-
ist has to get over the fear of being criticized and realize a critic maybe will notice something 
that he should give attention to. The theorist, I mean… I didn’t know that till later, but the 
first time I watched an artist stretch a canvas, I saw how physical it was. Well, to be aware of 
the physicality of a painting really stops a theorist from just going off in the wild blue yonder 
about what art is all about. You have to stretch that canvas. You have to use primer. So these 
groups can help one another know what’s going on, if you really want to be a community. 

My approach is, you have to test 
the spirit. Does it have a holy 
spirit? And that doesn’t mean 
sanctimonious or unctuous. It 
has no limit on topic, since the 
Bible certainly doesn’t have that. 
Style could be almost anything,  
I think. The question is the spirit. 

How do you test the spirit of something? Well, the best way to test the spirit of art is to 
see an oeuvre: the whole thing from beginning to end. Things change. Okay, so maybe the 

Testing the Spirit with Calvin Seerveld: An Interview

Having done so much work with Christian artists, what do you 
think about “Christian art” and that kind of tension? When I was 
an adolescent I used to have these anxieties about how “Christian” 
the music was that I was listening to. I actually read this website 
that reviewed Christian music to see if it was really Christian. It cre-
ates all these kinds of problems... and I think that’s still a problem 
for a lot of people today: how to have Christian art.
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spirit changes too. What is a Christian spirit? Well, I think it’s one that shows compassion, 
shows insight, shows wisdom, to use that word. [...]

So that’s the thing I would want to test—what’s the spirit of Emily Dickinson? of 
Jane Austen? Not: did they go to church, or what was their denomination, but is there 
a redemptive, compassionate, wise spirit dealing with whatever they’re dealing with? 
Different people are going to have different perceptions of what the spirit is. It’s the same 
with reading the Bible. What does that text mean? You’re going to have ten different 
interpretations, possibly, of some. So you listen to one another, and then as a communion 
of critics, you start to form an opinion and a judgment that maybe will help the public, 
and even help the artist, maybe. I think a theorist has input there, too. What do you look 
for? How do you determine the spirit of something? [...]

I would want to say—I think it’s 
happened at the Institute, espe-
cially in the early years—that 
one can let academic work, if 
you want to be good at it, disrupt 

and hurt the other sides of human life. To get a PhD dissertation done, right, is almost 
inhuman. It takes the dedication of a partner, if you have one, or family, and yourself to do 
something that’s not normal…. 

So that’s the question I haven’t been asked: How does academic work fit into one’s 
lifestyle? It can too easily usurp other important things, and then you can’t be as thor-
ough and as imaginative and invigorating as a teacher, or as a writer, as when you give 
other sides of your life equal weight. That’d be a cautionary tale, which I have often not 
honored. Not that it always will work out well, so that your work is really outstanding. 
That’s not it. There may be something Dutch to it, I don’t know. [laughs] [...]

I would want to move philosophy more toward wisdom learning and giving, rather 
than how to argue well. When I would say to my students something like that, they would 
say no, because something’s got to be logically argued. Otherwise you don’t have a case. 
I’d want to be more suggestive and say: Have you considered this? I think argument—it 
can indeed convince, and I think it’s more important than I want to realize, but that’s not 
me. I’m not an arguer. [...]

But that was a good question you asked, nobody’s asked me about that. So I would 
offer that as a cautionary tale, for those who want to be good at their work, whether it’s 
philosophy or teaching or whatever (this can happen in politics, too). There’s a tendency 
to give the work more than it’s due, maybe. Although perhaps one has to do that at a 
certain point, the way things are set up in our world.  

Testing the Spirit with Calvin Seerveld: An Interview

I wanted to ask one last question. After you’ve had such a long 
career and you’ve been interviewed many times, I wonder, is there 
a question that you’ve always wanted to be asked, but you’ve 
never gotten a chance to answer?
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How can it be that in a society where hu-
mans seemingly have more power than ever 
before—including the power to alter the 
very climate of our planet—many of us feel 

so powerless in our everyday lives?
To begin to answer this question, we might say 

something about how, as Calvin Seerveld puts it, 
“Darwinian uneconomical wheeling-and-dealing… has 
assumed the kind of systemic almighty power like what 
the Bible calls the ‘principalities, powers, and domin-
ions’” (“Cities as a Place for Public Artwork,” 238).

There’s a lot to unpack in the phrase “Darwin-
ian uneconomical wheeling-and-dealing.” So let’s 
start first with the word “Darwinian.” Evolutionary 
theory, as it began with Darwin, has long shaped 
our understanding of ourselves, our societies, and 
our environment. In his 1979 book Capitalism and 
Progress, Bob Goudzwaard theorizes that a key shift 
in our understanding of society (and ourselves) 
occurred with the adoption of an evolutionary 
understanding of progress (85). It was when evolu-
tion made the “natural” jump from the scientific to 
the social-scientific realm that we began to accept 
progress as our fate, as something that happens to 
us, instead of something we rationally control and 
master. Adopting an evolutionary understanding of 
ourselves and our societies, according to Goudzwaard, 
means that we are no longer masters of our fate, but 

subject to it. Evolution acts on us, and we have no 
choice but to go along with it.

“Uneconomical wheeling-and-dealing” presumes 
that there is also the opposite—namely, an “econom-
ical” wheeling-and-dealing (or perhaps just dealing, 
with no “wheeling” required).  In the same article, 
Seerveld says that in the face of “the skewed Darwinian 
vision of constant struggle” there is a “biblical vision 
of an interconnected world of places with a peaceable 
kingdom of fauna, animals, and humans” (240). 

What does this have to do with economics, you might 
ask? More than some might think. Those familiar with 
the Reformational tradition are no strangers to the 
thought that there might be something good about our 
economic life. Those familiar with capitalism may also 
recognize that work amid this late-capitalist nightmare, 
only exacerbated by the covid-19 pandemic, is a mere 
shadow of what it could (or should?) be. 

To illustrate, I will pause here and introduce the 
work of Suzanne Simard, professor of forest ecology 
at the University of British Columbia. Simard was 
interviewed by Yale Environment 360 in 2016 about 
her breakthrough research, which has shown that 
trees communicate with each other through complex 
underground mycorrhizal (fungal) networks. They 
share information about diseases, threats, and they 
even share nutrients with young saplings. While these 
trees may experience “constant struggle” they never-

Abbigail Hofstede

UNDERCUTTING  
THE POWERLESSNESS 
OF CAPITALISM
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theless fail to exhibit the purely principled “survival 
of the fittest.” Indeed, as Simard explains in a 2021 
interview with NPR titled “Trees Talk To Each Other,” 
the “mother trees” or “hub trees” actually actively 
assist the weaker trees around them.

What might this have to say to 
us about economics? For one, it 
may help us to refute the argument 
that capitalism is somehow “natu-
ral” and that it is the best system 
available to us. We can instead rec-
ognize that capitalism has come to 
us as a product of cultural evolution 
and is based on the evolutionary 
principle of the survival of the 
fittest. In this sense, it is possible 
that we have unfolded economic 
life not according to life-giving 
ways, but according to a “skewed … 
vision” where the only structuring 
principle of society is the capitalist 
norm of efficiency, guaranteed 
by the foundational evolutionary 
principles of the system itself. 

Up to this point, I have been 
speaking in very general terms 
about “societies;” now I would 
like to turn to the theme of place. 

“Place” as Seerveld conceives of it 

presents us with an alternative to the “systems” that 
seem to disempower us. It seems to me that it is much 
more difficult to feel powerless in a place where one 
is rooted than it is in some kind of abstract globalized 
world. That’s not to say it’s impossible to feel power-

less in a place—the Lord knows 
how powerless I felt in my rural 
hometown when an anti-masker 
harassed the local grocery store 
clerk—but perhaps cities (or rural 
hometowns) are the place where 
we might begin to, as Seerveld puts 
it, “retrace our taking wrong turns 
and somehow undo cumulative 
misdeeds with a new start” (243).

There is something comforting 
to me about thinking small. Not in 
a diminutive sense, but in a practi-
cal one. Capitalism doesn’t have a 
place, in the sense of a “locale” or 

“concrete space” (Seerveld, 233) 
Cities do. Forests do too. Perhaps 
we might begin here, wherever 

“here” is for you, to rethink our 
relationship to our places as some-
thing concrete; as places where our 
actions do matter, and we see their 
impacts. Place, then, may just be an 
antidote to powerlessness. 

Undercutting the Powerlessness of Capitalism

“Place” as Seerveld 
conceives of it 

presents us with an 
alternative to the 

“systems” that seem 
to disempower us. It 
seems to me that it is 
much more difficult 
to feel powerless in 
a place where one 
is rooted than it 

is in some kind of 
abstract globalized 

world.
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As Calvin Seerveld does in many of his 
essays—perhaps especially the ones he has 
written since his retirement from full-time 
teaching in 1995—“Cities as a Place for Pub-

lic Artwork: A Glocal Approach” (2009) takes the 
opportunity afforded by a particular topic and occa-
sion and uses it to present, in compressed form, the 
broad sweep of his philosophical vision. That can be 
thrilling for a reader who is familiar with the vari-
ous interrelated facets of that vision, as the intimate, 
mutually sustaining connections of what might be 
thought of as different “areas” of Seerveld’s thinking 
become evident within the scope of a piece that can 
be read in one sitting. It can also be confusing, even 
dizzying, for a reader who is encountering some of 
these elements for the first time, or who is not ex-
pecting to see them related to one another. Some 
of these elements are distinctive of Reformational 
philosophy as a movement—even as Seerveld plays 
out those elements in his own way; others are more 
specifically his own contribution. Getting a clearer 
look at the scope and the details of Seerveld’s vision 
can not only help us understand him better, but also 
may suggest surprising new connections.

Distinctives of Reformational Philosophy
One of the most distinctive characteristics of Reforma-
tional philosophy, initially developed by its founders 
Dirk Vollenhoven and Herman Dooyeweerd, is its 
modal-scale ontology. According to this way of think-
ing, an entity (in Vollenhoven’s terms, a “this or that”) 
gets its particular character by how it functions in a 
variety of modes or ways of being (what Vollenhoven 
called its “thus-and-so” relations). While the whole 
scale of modes can be utilized in a description of any 
given thing, various kinds of entities are distinguished 
by particular modes that mark out their “founding” 
and “leading” functions. In “Cities as a Place for Pub-
lic Artwork: A Glocal Approach,” without explicitly 
referring to this modal-scale ontology, Seerveld deftly 
applies it in his “provisional working definition of 
city” (234): amid the many kinds of human activity 
that occur in a city, the meaning of its existence is 
founded in its placed-ness (its specific and concrete 
spatiality) and led by its socializing function. A city’s 
complexities are “integrated by its common civic task 
of socializing neighbors and strangers coming and 
going facilitated by its geographic placement” (235). 
This definition offers not just descriptive clarity, but 

Aron Reppmann

ART WORKS FOR 
OUR WELFARE

But seek the welfare of the city where I have sent you into exile, 
and pray to the Lord on its behalf, 

for in its welfare you will find your welfare. 

—Jeremiah 29:7 (nrsv)
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also an evaluative edge: “a spirit of placed hospitality 
is the mark of a normative city” (245).

Another hallmark of Reformational philosophy is 
its keen sense of evil as an idolatrous usurping and 
distorting of the proper structures and dynamics 
of God’s creation. This comes through strongly in 
Seerveld’s account of globalization. Human experi-
ence and responsibility is properly global, attuned to 
the breadth and depth of the whole created cosmos; 
but globalization is global awareness turned tyrannical, 
disregarding and overriding what is locally specific 
in favor of a systemic, impersonal, and compelling 
economic domination. Seerveld’s call for “glocal” 
awareness and action is not merely a trendy slogan 
(“think globally, act locally”), but a targeted remedy, 
a time-and-place-sensitive corrective to the sorcerer’s 
apprentice of monetary economics run amok. To 
think and act glocally is to have “a committed world-
and-life vision that is ‘globally’ (=cosmic historically) 
aware but acts first-of-all locally from the place you 
call home” (240).

Seerveld’s Contribution:  
Artistry and the Aesthetic Mode
When Seerveld turns this cultivated glocal attention 
specifically to thinking about redemptive possibilities 
for public artwork in cities, he brings to bear his own 
most distinctive contribution to the Reformational 
tradition: the proper rootedness of specialized artistry 
in what he calls “ordinary aesthetic life.” In this vision, 
artistic work has a crucial role to play in society not 
for some precious reason peculiar to arty people who 
happen to be into that sort of thing (and who think their 

“cultured” taste makes them better than everyone else), 
but because artwork is a focusing and intensification 
of the aesthetic dimension of creaturely life, which 
is universally human. “All people by nature normally 
feel, speak, think, believe, and imagine things among 
the various ways one acts, even if they don’t become 
therapeutic counselors, orators, scientists, evangelists, 
or artists by profession. It is this pre-artistic aesthetic 
feature of humans and God’s world whose integral 
importance is sometimes overlooked in society” (246). 
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Starting with this 
insight into the uni-
versality of ordinary 
aesthetic life, Seerveld 
develops his suggestions 
for public art from the 
ground up: wholesome 
public art has to start 
with space for playful 
aesthetic experience 
lived in public. Only by 
cultivating the public’s 
aesthetic life, through 
providing “aesthetic 
places” such as parks 
and sidewalks, can a 
city community lay the 
groundwork for mean-
ingful, locally appropri-
ate artistry. “Without 
developing people’s 
underground aesthetic 
life awareness, taking 

up art can be a rootless put-on” (258). 
Building on a healthy, shared aesthetic life, 

entry-level public art should highlight and foster 
the specificity of local neighborhood identities, so 
that people can see (hear, feel, smell, taste) their 
ordinary life and its communal identity expressed, 
reinforced, celebrated, and even questioned. For 
this task, Seerveld especially highlights the power 
of street art such as murals. “Artistic activity from 
the bottom-up can serve a city well, reaching and 
enriching neighbors culturally who have never seen 
the inside of an art museum” (252). All of this work 
of developing and expressing ordinary aesthetic life 
can come to fruition in publicly funded artworks-
as-such, whether exhibited in public spaces (like 
sculptures) or sheltered in institutions like museums 
and made accessible (deliberately and invitingly) 
to the public. This artistry, practiced according to 
the highest and most globally aware standards, still 
maintains its rootedness in the needs of local aesthetic 
life: “to open up one’s neighbors to notice nuances 

of meaning we casually overlook” (252)—with an 
emphasis on work that can be restorative for those 
who are “imaginatively handicapped.”

Public Artistry for Life
While Seerveld’s directives are rightly focused on the 
levels of communal and civic action—initiatives that 
require both neighborhood solidarity and a city’s 
administrative apparatus to enact—I think they also 
provide usable guidance for the smaller-scale practice 
of personal life. Indeed, Seerveld himself hints at this, 
with his asides on how he and his family have encoun-
tered the aesthetic life and public artistry of their 
shared homes in Chicago and Toronto. I would like 
to suggest that Seerveld’s vision provides theoretical 
grounding for a widely popular, but not particularly 
well-theorized, contemporary personal-growth 
movement oriented to the arts. 

Julia Cameron’s book The Artist’s Way (1995) 
and its sequels have offered many in our time a 
more wholesome life and a sustainable creativity 
through two simple practices: daily “morning pages” 
journaling and weekly “artist date” excursions. As 
popular and even life-transforming as Cameron’s 
way has been, on its own it is merely a set of experi-
entially wise practices—and it is also vulnerable to 
the impression that it is only for people who want 
to identify themselves as “arty.” But Seerveld’s call 
for focused, glocally restorative public art rooted in 
the attentive cultivation of ordinary aesthetic life 
practice might be just the theoretical grounding 
that Cameron’s Way needs. “Morning pages” are 
effective because they stir up one’s experience of 
ordinary aesthetic life, and “artist dates” bring that 
stirred-up aesthetic life into focused encounter with 
artworks to hone one’s vision and (for those gifted 
and called to be artists) resource one’s own artistic 
work. A glocal approach to aesthetic life and public 
art offers restoration not just to the city, but also to 
each person who will take it up. 
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